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Here it is ~ho'l\ru the unity o(the priblems ofhergy ~onse~ation, va~uutj;. str~cr 
ture,:radi~tion proc~sses and quanfizat}?n 1n th~ noriab7li~n gau~e fields g~~~etr~c 
theorfand gravity .. The gravity th~ory withth~·high derivatives and ,General Ile!- ,. 

·. ativity: are regarded as 'the. exampl~t of the:'n6nabeli~ gaug~ fields: The single · ,,r . 
. :approacli tQ 'all fund~er{tal ;jn~,er~~ions;is ~pplied./The base o( this app~oil.cli is 

Lagrnnge formalism, infinite.Lie's groups G00r , and t~o Noether's theorem~. For · 
.th~ first time this approach was formulated in' [1) ~d-~fter t~a'.t in [2] .-;{nd,, [3(. •, 

.·. . , lfn'ified·descriptiori of .tll i~te~adio~~ iricluding the gravity permits to,d~mJ·nt, 
. • ., •. ' ,· • I, •. ., . . .··. . . . . ' 

. ·· st,:ate the ·single form of all 'conservation laws in all nonabelian gauge fields theories:· 
'. ihiriks _tb \his fa~t· the ~~ergy conserni:ti'.on problen{' ip,,GR ~aµ be 'ci.e'cided in nat:' 
' ural~ria1~g~ w~th the s~~'proplem 'in the th~ory ~f any fondfuriental ihte;a~ti~n. 
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At .. the same time with.out exit into unified description of fundainfn(al· interactions 
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:tlw' gr~vity 'e;{ergy ~6~servation' pro,bl~m h~ not decided now.;. These questio~s 

~ . ·• a~~-~idcussed in [4]. · · · • \ · · ·.. ' ,. •.. '·,, ' 
\ , ' . , . - . '·' 

' · .. , The vacuum .structure is the important problem in every gauge fie1d theory, , 
:' ; :; .Tp.e sp~dal ~qnfi~ati?ns of t~e gauge/ field ,equations sol~tions form t_he ;~<;Ul_lm 

· structtlre, .They are nru,ned instantons and are used in·nonperiurbati~e methods. 
'· 

1 of qua.I}tizat1on~ In th~ fr~e <?,(unified desc~ipticm :bf interadions' the 
1
vac{x~I? 

;tructure question is -closely 'connected with correct: -definiti~n. oHhe gauge field. 
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, energy:~omentum-te~~otii,nc:i t~er~f~~e, with Ei~~tei~ f!qtiatiohs. If the same rules, 
•• I • p;oduce 'the 'en'e~gy~iii.'orrientuni ten~ors of gr'avity an'.l all other furid~ental inter-
' . 'actions then the ~hoie class df Einst~in ~quations ~.ac~u~ solutic:r;.k\ecomes the 
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. '\, '·,. ~ravity insta.I1tons. iri spite of hyperbolic!' signat~re of ¼ metric;.,. For the si~gle 
, { .: ,_:\ ~ I ·, . ·. ' , • , : . .· • y . ', :- ' ' ., .. ,; I . . ' . ". "'! . , . , .:. ,, • ·, 

pro~edu~e of all 1)-<?nabe4an gauge fi~lds quantiz~tion it is ,ne_cessary tq unify the 
selection of field varia9les'and radiation process equations in all gauge field theory, 

,, . , . ·, I . . . . . .- , , 
The .whole range of the~e questions can be named the prequantization since it , 

. concei-ns the' necessarj ~~·cedui~s'.f~regoing transition from dasiical form' ~f some' 
. i i~teracti~~- th~ry,:to· its :quantum..:forni .. ILsucli transition was \Ion~ inco~~ealy. 

th~n in; many cases itis possible'to arise the-problems which are artifacts. Tliere-. 
. ''fore it seems t~· me that specific characterof classical gravity must. be 'di~cusseci 

•. befor~ quahtizaticiri pfthis the~ry.C.t\s GR i~ geopietricaltheor~· here' other funda-
' ·, :mental interactions the~ries are described in geometrical.terms also. '.1n~that 'way 

.. th~ unifi~ation' of desc;iptidn o(alLintera~tions is reached in ieome,tricaf form 'o? 
, , theories a~ weli"as fo Lagrang~'fonrt.' ,· , · · , . . · . . . · . , _ ·, 

' ' . ' ' . .. , . ' , '' ' -. ' '. . ,. ; ' '. , 

. The conceptiot?, ofvacm~m and,instantons rqle as nontrivial vacuuzµ. solutions 
. ) ', cif nonabeliari .gauge fields equations in Riemannia~ space-,time' a.re an~lyzeH. The . 

i energy~mom~nt~m teris~r ~f rion~belian gauge• field and thi _erierfy~ni.6ment~~. 
• • . . ' I . - • , , ' . • 

· · tensor1 of the same form of S0(3,, 1 )-gravity are co~structed .. }t is _demons_trated .,,.. 
that allgarige fields'-instant<;1ns ~~rre~p

1
onil'to vacuum Einst~in equations and de- ' 
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scribe a vacuum space-time structure. The problems of correct choice of field 
variables and wave operators in the nonabelian gauge fields and in particular in 
gravity are discussed. · 

In the variational and geometric approach which was formulated in [1]-[3] all 
fundamental interactions are unified by the single principle of constructing the 
theory of every of them. To produce the lagrangian, equations etc. one can give: 

1. the field variables, 

2. two kinds of symmetry groups (space-time and internal symmetries), 

3. two kinds of the field variables transformations ( in correspondence with two 
kinds of symmetry groups), 

4. the order'of the field variables derivatives in the lagrangian. 

There are no problems 1n the unification gravity and other interactions in this 
approach. All gauge fields are different representations of infinite Lie groups G00,. 

Any compensation idea is absent. 
It is unique gauge theory containing GR as the gauge theory of gravity equally 

other fundamental interactions. In this scheme GR acts as the lowest approxima· 
tion and it remains in the theory when the higher 9µv derivatives are included in 
the Lagrangian. Then the higher symmetry groups arise and GR turnes into the 
vacuum structure theory for the gauge S0(3, !)-gravity and so on. 

Thus the problem of including Einstein theory of gravity into the number of 
S.Lie groups based theories was decided by me in 1960-th. GR can not be included 
into the number of local gauge theories by Utiyama or Kibble method or by Great 
Unification without some modifications of itself or method used . Infinite S.Lie 
groups G00, are the only mathematical language which permits us to' unify GR 
with other fundamental interactions consistently. But these groups in contrast to 
finite-parameters S.Lie groups Gr do not give us the conservation laws and generate 
only some identical relations (Noether's identities) which become the constraints 
in the theories with lo.cal gauge symtnetries. The conservation laws are given by 
first Noether's theorem, but Noether's identities are given by second Noether's 
theorem. The construction of energy conservation law in GR is regarded now as 
one of the big problem of theoretical physic,'!. 

Before the quantization of some theory it is necessary to define some important 
conceptions: what is the energy, what is the vacuum, what is the wave and so on . 
As the instantons are the solutions of the classical gauge fields equations we shall 
consider its definition on the classical level. 

In the present paper the universal approach is proposed which is suitable to all 
gauge fields. In consequence with such approach the construction of the conserva
tion laws and the quantization procedure must be same for all nonabelian gauge 

. n,,,,.,., ·-·· · .... n •·~,--.,i?'V'T, I i ·...t\i ~ A,.,.rH .. hu.,.~ g,:..,1.a., a 
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fields including gravity. The role of instantons in creating of vacuum structure 
must be same also in every nonabelian gauge field theory. Because any vacuum is 

a long-distance structure in the space-time it must be closely connected with the 
gravity vacuum structure. This fact will be demonstrated below in the frame of 

the unified geometric gauge field theory ((5]). 

2 The gravity field variables choice 

This problem is generated by two reasons: 

1. the general covariant coordinates transformations G004 

xµ' = f"(xv) 

where fl'( xv) - arbitrary functions of xv, and 

2. the equivalence principle. 

(1) 

In the unified variational and geometric scheme for all fundamental interactions 

which is under discussion here the gravity (and GR also) is the gauge field. When 
9µ,v and the gauge group G004 are chosen as the field variables and the invariance 

group of theory we obtain GR as the gauge theory of the.gravity field. Analogously 

when 9µ,v and Ricci connection coefficients .6.µ{ ik) are chosen as the field variables 
and the local gauge groups G004 and G005 are chosen as the theory invariance 
groups we. obtain the gauge S0(3, 1)-gravity. Other cases are characterized by 

proper choice of the field variables and the theory invariance groups. 
Which choice is the best to describe the real physical situation in the gravity 

and proper experiments? 
The best choice corresponds to the situation when the devices properties and 

the measurements methods are taken into account in the theory structure. 

Can 9µv reflect the properties of the real gravitational field? 
In one point the·metrics 9µ,v may always be transformed into the Euclidean 

form by G004-transformations. Consequently in one point Riemannian space may 

always be considered Euclidean space, and noneuclidean form of 9µ,v in one point 

does not reflect the existence of real gravity. 
Can the connection coefficients r;v reflect the properties of the real gravita

tional field? 
In one point in correspondence with the equivalence principle the connection 

coefficients r;v may always be eliminated by G004-transformations and hence can 

not reflect the properties of the real gravity. 
Can the Riemannian curvature tensor R;v,,. reflect the properties of the real 

gravity? 
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The components of the curvature tensor can not be eliminated by G004 - trans
formations even in one point. The curvature tensor reflects the properties of the 
whole region of Riemannian space in neighbourhood of fixed point. Therefore the 

curvature tensor R;n can reflect the properties of the real gravity field. Just its 

components are experimentally measurable. 

3 The gravity waves eg_uations choice 

l. The metrics waves equations 

As the equations for the metrics gravity waves the linearized Einstein equa

tions are usually being used ([6]). They are considered the weak gravity 
waves equations over the given flat external metrics g,,,v (Euclidean back
ground). Then many questions arise about the physical sense of such equa

tions solutions. If thi_s approach is generalized into nonflat background the 

same questions remain. 

2. The connection coefficients waves equations 

In consequence of the equivalence principle and nontensorial nature of the 

connection coefficients the waves equations for r~v or .6.,,,( ik) are bPyoud any 

discussion. 

3. The gravity waves equations as the equations for the components of Rieman

nian curvature tensor. 

Such ·approach is supported by K.S.Thorne and others ([7]) who use th<' 
geodesic deviation equations as the gravity waves that.. Thes<' equations 
describe the real physical situation when the experimental data are r<'cei,·ing 
from two points measurements. Then the gravity waves existence is i<lPntified 

with the periodical variations of the distance between two points. Surh 

variations is proportional to the curvature tensor R~vr· 

4 The gravity waves equations in the unified 

geometrical gauge fields theory 

In the unified geometrical gauge fields theory the gravity waves equations arise 
as the special case of the gauge fields equations when the field variables arc g,,.. 
and Ricci connection coefficients .6.,,_( ik ). The local gauge groups of thP t hPory 

invariance are G004 and the local Lorentz group G006 . 

The structure of such equations is nonlinear generalization of thP Maxwdl Pqua
tions for the electromagnetic waves. In the gravity the role of Riernan11ia11 n1rva

ture tensor is similar to that of the field tensor F,,,v in elcct.rody11amirs. ThP mu-
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nection coefficients .6.µ( ik) are the analog of the electromagnetic vector-potential 
Aµ- To find the wave solutions of the gravitational equations 

R;v-r ;>. = 0 (2) 

it is necessary to fix the gauge of .6.µ(ik). What is the gauge needed? To answer 

this question it is necessary to consider the geometrical and topological properties 
of equations. 

In the Maxwell electrodynamics Lorentz gauge A)µ = 0 transforms the equa

tions of the field tensor Fµv: 
Fµvw = 0 (3) 

into Laplacian operator for Aµ: 

L'.:.4Aµ = 0 (i.e. □Aµ = 0) (4) 

Laplacian operator on the 4D manifold ¼ with metrics 9µv of hyperbolic sig
nature ( +++-) is Dalambertian operator which has the wave solutions. 

However in Euclidean space Laplacian and Dalambertian operators are linear. 
What is the wave 'as the solution of the nonlinear equation? This is the solution 
possessing other properties. To quantize some field it is necessary to construct 
Green's function of its equation. The operator for which Green's function exists 
in the Riemannian space is the topological Laplacian ([8]) 

L:. = d6 + 6d (5) 

where d, 6 - invariant operators of external differentiation and codifferentiation. 
These operators act on the external forms. 

The metrics 9µv is symmetrical second rank tensor but not the external form. 
Therefore the invariant wave operator (the topological Laplacian) in the Rieman
nian space doesn't exist for it. But for the curvature tensor such operator exists 

([5]): 

□R;v-r = 0 (6) 

or 

L:.R;v-r = 0 (7) 

The topological Laplacian for R;vr can be constructed by differentiation of the 
equations system 

R;[vr;o-] = Q R;vr;>. = Q I-----> □R;vr = Q (8) 

in full analogy with the procedure in electrodynamics which leads to the wave 
equations for the real electric (E) and magnetic (H) components of the field tensor 

Fµv: 
F[µv;o-] = Q F:: ;µ = 0 I-----> □Fµv = 0 (9) 
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5 GR and gauge gravity vacuum structure 

In the Wheeler's unified theory of electrodynamics and gravity (the geometrody
namics [9]) the main equations system is 

Fµvw = 0 

Rµv - ~9µvR = K-(Fµrf'rv - i9µvF>.rF>.r) 

(10) 

(11) 

This equations system consists of Maxwell equations in Riemannian ¼ and 
Einstein equations with energy-momentum tensor of electromagnetic field 

T (em) - ("' FT 1 F F>.r) 
µ v - I'µ.r v - -gµ.v .\T . 4 (12) 

as the source of the gravity field. 
In the unified geometric tp.eory of the gauge fields the main equations system . 

is analog of that in the Wheeler's geometrodynamics ([5]): 

F:v ;v = Q (13) 

Rµv - ~9µvR = 1,.(F:rF:v - i9µvF{TF,;r) (14) 

This equations system consists of the gauge field equations in Riemannian ¼ 
and Einstein equations with energy-momentum tensor of the gauge field in the 
right side as the source of the gravity field: 

T (gf) _ (Fa pr _ ! pa p>.r) _ (Fa _ ·•Fa )(F r + ·•p r ) 
µ.v - µ,r av 4 g µ.v Ar a - µ.r Z µ.r a v Z a v (15) 

If the gauge field is the gravity field and its local gauge group is S0(3, 1) (in 

addition to G004 ) and consequently its Lagrangian has Yang-Mills type form plus 

Einstein part: L = R + >.2 R~tR~t then above-mentioned equations system takes 
the form ([5]): 

R~~ w = 0 (16) 

Rµv - ~9µvR = 1,.(R~;R~r,1. - i9µvR~~R~p) (17) 

This equations system describes the theory of gravity with higher derivatives. 

Such a theory takes into account the extent of real objects and describes the real 
gravity forces acting on them, i.e. tidal forces. As the energy-momentum tensor 
of such gravity forces it is necessary to admit the following expression: 

T (g) - (Rr>.R" - ! R°'{JR>.r) µv - µo- vr>. 4 9µv >.r c,{3 (18) 

If the energy-momentum tensor vanishes then it is vacuum state by definition. 

There are nontrivial solutions of equations Tµv = 0 besides trivial that. These 

7 



solutions obey the duality equations which in electrodynamics have the following 
form 

Fµv = ±i*Fµv (19) 

Nontrivial solutions of duality equations are named the instantons. They min

imize the action integral S = J Fµ.,F"'"dV and transform it into the topological 
constant. 

In the case of the gauge field nontrivial solutions of the equations TJifl = 0 
and duality equations 

Fµv = ±i*Fµv (20) 

are instantons which minimize the action integral S = J F;.,F;:" dV and transform 
it into the topological co~stant. 

In the case of the gauge gravity the equation TJi> = 0 implies arising of the 
vacuum state of the real gravity and the transition to GR. All solutions of Einstein 

equations are the solutions of the gauge gravity equations. But instead of duality 
equations 

R;~ = ±i*R;~ (21) 

they are the solutions of twice dual equations 

Rr>.µv = ±*R;>.µv (22) 

and therefore 

R,,., = ±*R;., (23) 

The duality equations (21) which are analog of electromagnetic _conditions of 
duality have only trivial solutions in the case of gravity (Euclidean ¼). 

Taking into account that equations (17) followed by R = 0 we can transform 
them to the form ([5]) · 

R~ = -1,,(Rµ.ur>. -• R•µur>.)(Rvur>. +• R:ur>.) (24) 

Therefore TJi> = 0 if either 

RTA = +*R*TA 
µv µ.v and Rrv = + • R;., = Rrv - ~9-rvR 1----> R = 0 (25) 

and we have not any new solution, or 

R;~ = - * R::>- and Rrv = - * R;., ,____. R,,., = 0 (26) 

that is Einstein gravity. 
Hence we have vacuum Einstein equations which solutions are gravity instan

tons by definition in the fr8:ille of S0(3, 1)-gauge gravity theory. Therefore all 
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solutions of GR-equations de:;;cribe the vacuum structure of the gauge gravity the

ory and Schwarzschild solution is one of them. The hyperbolical signature is not 
an obstacle to being instanton. 

Thus it is shown that the gravity has to be consider the gauge field in the single 

scheme with other interactions and the gravity waves quantization procedure has 
to be analogous to that of any nonabelian gauge field. It is necessary to note that 
under condition Tµ.v = 0 in the right side of Einstein equations we obtain always 
the Einstein gravity vacuum equation independently of the gauge field type. Thus 

all gauge field instantons can take part in creation of space-time vacuum structure. 

6 Conclusions 

Thus we can resume following: 

l. Using the local gauge groups G004 and G006 we obtain the gravity Lagrangian 
in the form of sum of Einstein's and Weyl's parts: 

L = R + )/ Rµvr>.Rµvr>. 

2. The Euler-Lagrange equations for this Lagrangian are the extensions of 
Wheeler's geometrodynamics equations. 

3. The energy-momentum tensor Tµv of each gauge field equally the gravity has 
the same form for all gauge fields. 

4. The instantons are the solutions of self-duality equations for nongnn-itational 
fields and twice self-duality equations for Riemannian curvature' tensor in thC' 
gravity case. 

5. Such instantons determine the vacuum structure of each gauge field equally 
the gravity because self-duality and twice self-duality equations are followed 
by Tµv = 0. Moreover they turn the integrals of form 

S = jFa *F"'"dV µv a 

and 
s =JR • R*/WTAdV 

µ.1.1'T). 

into the surface integrals (that is the topological constants). 

6. The vacuum Einstein's equations can be regarded as the nmtract.!'d t.wicl' 
self-duality equations of Riemannian curvature tensor. Consequently they 

9 



can be used with Weyl's Lagrangian under the conditions of twice self-duality 
of solutions (without Einstein's part of Lagrangian!). In this case the second 
coupling constant does not arise. 

7. The quantization procedure of gravity must be the same that for all non
abelian gauge fields equally the gravity and must be performed over Einstein 
vacuum background. 
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